Content Organized by Topic
Each topic tab takes you to a separate page focused on a major area of interest to businesses.

Latest Developments
Get complete, authoritative coverage of the latest breaking news developments.

Congressional Calendar
Keep up with the latest information on hearings and events taking place on Capitol Hill with this convenient calendar.

Lobbying Registrations
View the latest lobbying registrations by organization, client, and issue.

BNA Insights
In-depth articles from leading practitioners and industry experts provide unique perspectives on legislation, regulations, court decisions, and other important developments. Filtered by topic tab.

Special Reports
Take advantage of periodic special reports on a variety of global issues and important events affecting U.S. business interests. Filtered by topic tab.

Key Documents
Access practical analysis and guidance to help you plan, organize, and direct your business activities with these documents focused on important topics such as the U.S. budget, regulatory policy, and more.

People on the Move
Daily newsletter keeps you apprised of industry moves and the latest elections, nominations, and appointments in Congress, the Administration, and the courts.
TOPICAL ORGANIZATION

The Daily Report’s platform is organized by convenient topic tabs located across the top of the Daily Report’s Home Page. Each tab takes you to a separate page focused on specific subject matter including:

• Business & Finance
• Communications, E-Commerce & Privacy
• Economics
• Energy, Environment & Transportation
• Health Care & Employee Benefits
• Intellectual Property
• Tax & Accounting
• Trade & Agriculture
• White House, Congress & The Courts

TAX CORE® AND DAILY TAX REALTIME®

Find the critical tax documents you need quickly and easily with the convenient, comprehensive TaxCore database. Get full-text of thousands of congressional tax bills, IRS regulations and guidance, court decisions, official reports, statements, transcripts, memoranda, rulings, opinions, and other materials issued by federal and state agencies and private sector organizations.

Daily Tax RealTime provides concise summaries of significant regulatory, legislative, and judicial developments, along with the full text of important IRS and other tax-related documents.

CONGRESSIONAL CALENDAR

This convenient calendar/timeline allows you to track the latest hearings and events on Capitol Hill and the White House by organization, client, and issue.

• To open the Congressional Calendar, simply click the ‘Congressional Calendar’ link at the top left corner of the Home Page.

To learn more, contact your Bloomberg BNA Representative at 800.372.1033 or visit bna.com